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REUNION
Today at my grandfather's house, I am God
to my cousin's daughter. Small children
are like this. I push her high in the tree swing,
watch her throw velcro darts at the velcro dartboard,
hold her hand when the neighbor's mangy crossbreed, part
German Shepherd, part crocodile, leaps into the yard.
She is so small. Late afternoon we water
the marigold bed. She stoops to watch the water
disappear into the ground, slip underneath
the wood chips and onto the sidewalk like a wave
onto dry beach. The chips move a little, impossible
wooden magnets in a stream shuddering toward north
until their greater weight sinks them, glistening,
into the soil.
Amanda thinks it's like magic. I imagine the sea
under the north pole, the ice and snow not heavy enough
to stay still. How can I explain this to her, this bit
of knowledge I want to give her because I can.
Everything moves, Amanda. The north pole is never
where it truly should be, at least not to the touch.
I start with water and sand and rock, sea anemone
and porpoise and coral, shark, amoeba, squid, then
things I have never heard of before in my life, things that
feed on sand and bones, creatures that hunt in packs like
wolves, things that look like clouds but consume rock
and sea water and sunken ships, I tell her this just
to have something to tell her, and yet afraid of holding
her away from herself, of giving up too much
and having little left for me, but I tell her anyway,
just to keep her close to me for another moment,
I'll never see her eyes this true to the color of the sky,
that exhalation of sea, or of the ocean at autumn dawn.
I love her, this tiny girl who is me, her hair
the exact shade of mine, her eyes are mine, her bones
are new and soft, I am old. She sits here in my arms,
she is me. When she leans back against my chest, tired,
lids closed, it is me leaning against me, it is me going
to sleep, it is her keeping me from dogs, and age,
and the made-up creatures of the water, it is us
together and we are safe, even from each other.

— Sandra Moore
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WORLD'S END FROM ABOVE CLEVELAND
The joke, see, is on us.
God, cleaning out the cubbyholes in his old roll top desk—
the one with the lid that
will never quite close—finds
a slip of paper on which,
years ago, he'd written:
End the World.
Now, twenty-thousand feet
above Ohio, a pilot tells
his passengers that it's thirtyfour and cloudy in Cleveland,
we'll be landing in about fifteen
minutes, please return your
seats to the full upright
position, the forecast for
tonight, if you're interested is
Mostly dark, except
for the no-smoking sign;
then the plane disappears,
the passengers and crew
find themselves in a long
open hall. God, who is
running a little late, rubs
his hands nervously
together, says,
Well, here we all are.

— Shannon Smith

AN OCTOBER MORNING
I still see her
alone at the kitchen table,
under the blinding flourescent
light she always said you
could perform surgery
under. She's twisting, with
nervous fingers, that one lock
of hair behind her right ear.
Outside, one of those northeasters
that always seems to surprise
us so much this late in the
season is blowing its way
through the backyard
and beyond. Through
the windows, the trees
bend wildly, as if trying
to escape the wind's notice.
She doesn't react when the
lights flicker and fade. There's
an awkward silence, as though
there had been a death, and
we spend the night with only
candles scrounged from the
kitchen for light.
This morning, the wind is only
an exhausted sigh, a way of
saying that there is nothing left.
The branches of trees I was sure
could never fall are scattered
everywhere. She's smiling.
In the back yard, she ties up
the wind-beaten tomato plants.
Brushing away the mud from
the base of each, she knows,
I think, that we can do nothing,
that the wind and the rain will
decide for themselves and for us
as always, just go on.

— Shannon Smith
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BECOMING THE LAND
Along a dreamline I made when I was a younger god
where Melbourne will be, in the hard-leaved gums.
I push ochre and bark into the hands
of a man; I am a dingo at night;
I crowd into the soul of one of my dark men;
I leave, I practice the leaving, I cry into the air
and follow the cry.
The dreaming is nearly done—
my dream leaks in lines across the land,
it falls into birds and pouched animals.
I no longer belong, my hugeness, my half-light,
my wavering colors in the bright country,
dreaming harder at its edges
each day closer to the day
I become the land. The men feel a pinching
in their scalps still when the sun
first hits the rise of a mountain, and they sing of me
but soon it will be only the singing,
myself in the blanks in the air between the singing.
And now I'm dreaming of many days from now:
the air twists hard, the men louder
and the bright light battering between
squared rocks big as hills;
along this dream I walk now,
more shade than my dark men have ever known.
The air twists hard and I hurt,
hurt as a man hurts.
I see myself in a far dream twist
into the air and I can't dream the end.

— Cathy Wagner
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NEW DEAL
The head of Franklin Delano Roosevelt is hovering.
It has long ago forgotten its body which is sitting
Somewhere on the White House south lawn.
It's smiling to itself about something, the black
Cigarette holder clenched between big perfect teeth
That grin like bricks, steel girders, cities.
It's got a hat, it's got glasses, it's got hair
Thin and grey. It's moving.
Straight up not even worried about its neck,
The head gives puffs of smoke into the sky,
Levitating clear to where the planes pass,
Where a traveler might glance out and say,
"Look there. It's the President."
WPA murals are somewhere below,
Angular proletarian machinery.
Steel hammers, steel mills,
Steel workers with steel wives and steel children.
The head of Roosevelt wears steel-rimmed glasses.
It points them southwest and goes.
This head knows what it wants, what it's looking for.
This head is searching for Carlsbad, New Mexico,
Home of fifty million flying mice—one is startled
As Roosevelt's head starts its nosedive down.
Ten thousand feet falls a grin, a spiral smoke trail
leading straight into the ground, below the ground,
Down where bats live: a self-replenishing mine
Of the best fertilizer there is, miles thick,
Into this crashes the head of F.D.R. with a whump.
A steel sprout in the guano. A flower shaped like an eagle.
Soon, a vine, a stalk, a sapling,
A Franklin Delano Roosevelt tree of New Deals
And eyes like turning wheels like meshing gears
Like years of electric power like a metal flower
Blooming between the ears.

— Greg Delisle
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— Dina Cooper
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LOVE AND ALL ITS RIVERS
The realization this time is slow to arrive,
but upon its arrival,
it is clear as the underground sea
she had seen once with her parents and grandparents
in Sweetwater, Tennessee.
It is this:
here is another man
she does not love. Silently she slips
from his soft, sleeping arms, and careful of the door,
walks across the street and down to the river,
the Little Kanawha here;
a few miles downriver it meets the Ohio.
She is proud of that, of living on that river
that connects to such a wondrous
body of water.
She often goes
down to the banks of the Ohio, watches it move. It's so wide,
and it moves, just moves steadily,
as if it knows where it's headed.
But that's imagination;
imagination now, too, that's seeing the Little Kanawha
but not registering that river. She is thinking of
the murky bed of the Ohio, where supposedly
down in that darkness
catfish grow up
to seven or eight feet long, weigh hundreds of pounds.
Is it true? If left alone, can they prosper so much,
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will anything left alone prosper? She remembers
a news report of a family
on vacation who left the dog chained up so that it died
of heat and starvation. That must be the difference
between alone and lonely, but she's not sure
there is a difference.
She sits on a dock,
feet dangling in the muddied water, sun rising
a dazzling orange from behind the trees.
Now she remembers again
the underground sea, so clear the rainbow trout
look like fish in an aquarium. If only then
she had had the strength of foresight
to slip from
that slow-moving tourist boat straight to the bottom
Of the deepest part of the sea, sixty-four feet
of clear water, down to see if the rainbow trout,
when left to themselves,
will grow and prosper
as she believes the catfish do. Now this is it—
this is how she settles it. She slips from the dock,
with every belief that this will carry her
to that heavenly river,
the Ohio. She moves now as if she know
where she's headed. She believes in the catfish
and the river bed, where she hopes to finally rest.
She hopes, now, to find love.

— Angie Argabrite
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— Bobbie Brooks Crow

CHRYSALIS
All night we take turns
Feeding the black stove's belly
with redbud and white pine.
I watch as hidden ashes rise red,
Curling like the caterpillars in the junipers
Next to my father's house years ago.
I once watched him set fire to their silk tent,
Destroying them as they had destroyed
The browning junipers.
Sometimes I would remember
The cracking of their cobwebbed home
And the monarchs they might have been,
My father taking life for life.
Last April you showed me
The green chrysalis gently poised
In the wild cherry tree, upside-down
Its caterpillar skin peeled inside out.
I drew the nature book my father gave me
Twenty years ago from its web of dust
And read,
"The legs of the butterfly pupae
Appear to be embedded in their body.
Only the abdomen is free to move."
After you left that morning
I sank back into the warm melting comforter
Of our bed,
Glad to stretch my arms, my legs.
Later the empty socket of the chrysalis
Dangled loose from one strand,
As free as a woman stretching
Into her childhood
And back,
As free as my father whose
Broken-veined face, farther away now,
Reveals the truths
That were hidden from me then.
As the pines outside our window
Dust themselves of the snow
Holding them down,
Bodies of flame arch up to meet this new pine log
And blue heat curls back
Into itself.

— Nancy Bearden
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COLD WATERS
This is not just another poem
about beautiful fish, the fisherman
who line them, or their wives
who faithfully prepare the daily catch.
It begins with mantarays, pulpo,
cuttlefish and calamary sold live
and wiggling on docks, fishtails
in the street, and my great aunt
who when I was six and had my first
guppies, told me to be careful, that
"Cold water will kill them, cold
water is sad." It begins with Judy,
the young girl who works in the county
pet store, and after listening all day
to their calm coos to each other in
the tanks, is ready to go home and
read Kosinski, Rand, or Goethe, anything
removed from fish and the careful life

support system of water that keeps
them alive. Her child used to catch
salamanders, and when she dreams of him,
the green and brown spots on their
backs turn into gills, until she
imagines him chasing fish instead.
When I was six and walking in the vegetable
fields of my uncle's farm, I felt a fishhead
under my bare feet, helping along the
potatoes. Have you ever been swimming
underwater and wondered what would happen
if you stayed under? Have you ever stayed
under long enough to be able to begin to feel
what it would be like to die underwater?
The Portuguese fishermen will tell you
that fish are just reminders of what you
can't touch in yourself, something that flits
by golden and disappears in black waters.

— Millie Bentley
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— Bobbie Brooks Crow

"ANTWERP FOR THE RIGHT BRAIN"
The smell was the first thing I noticed when I awoke. Perhaps this happened the other way
around and the smell was that which awakened me. It began as a vague awareness, a background
perception which was focused on only after several minutes; as though this stimulus had been
knocking on my brain in an effort to capture my attention.
At first it seemed primarily a smell of wood smoke. Wood smoke mixed with the smell of
cold, the very cold out-of-doors. But this was also stronger, a much stronger and somehow more
primitive smell.
I wondered if I were smelling the remains of the wood fire of the evening before. It had still
been smouldering when I went to bed and although I had banked it as usual I now wondered
if something had fallen in it.
I decided to get dressed and was taking my usual time, not hurrying excessively for although
I was still curious about the smell I wanted to think about it some more, attempt to identify the
nature of it before I investigated.
While I was in the shower, I thought I heard voices. Voices in conversational tones and then
a suggestion of music. Knowing that such misperceptions frequently happen, I turned off the
shower and stood waiting quietly without moving.
Listening.
Nothing.
With the water back on, the sounds immediately started up again almost as if they were being
produced by the pipes themselves.
Turning the water off quickly this time, I hear again voices in soft conversation. Real voices.
Yes. I am sure. But still something quite different about them. I realize now the quality that makes
them different is the rhythm. I can't quite define it but feel the difference in the timing, in the
rise and fall, in the intonation and in the timbre.
Jeans pulled on, a heavy woolen sweater, my big, thick socks and I start downstairs. On the
landing, I pause to look out the window at the hillside sculpted in our second heavy snow of
the winter.
It is quilted with bright patches of color. Vivid reds, blues, greens. And whites. Yes, even
against the snow I can see the whites. And I see that these are people. People wearing brightly
colored clothes.
But I live far out from the town in an isolated wooded section and there are no neighbors,
no houses, no people anywhere within miles of me.
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I squint and bring the scene more sharply into focus and I have in front of me a painting by
Pieter Brueghel. I can see clearly now. These are his subjects. I recognize them by the cut of
the clothes, the jerkins, the strange shoes, head coverings, a kind of kerchief for the women,
aprons, and layers of clothing.
I go into the kitchen to start a kettle of tea. Turning from the stove, I see the group sitting
around the fireplace in the large great room that joins my kitchen. They are some of the same
people I have just seen on the hillside.
Someone has laid a new fire and it is burning brightly and cheerfully. One of the women has
backed up to the fire and raised most of her many skirts and is warming herself. She smiles
at me and I return the smile.
No one is talking now but the silence is comfortable.
I add more water to the kettle and get from the cabinet five more mugs. I pour the boiling
water into the teapot where I have added additional heaping spoonfuls of my best orange spice
blend, and set it aside to steep.
One of the young men has a stringed musical instrument, vaguely similar to a lyre but something
I not only have never seen before but have never even seen pictures of. After he has warmed
his hands he begins strumming softly on it. The music is unfamiliar but pleasant and someone
hums to it in a low, sweet voice.
I now pour the tea into the mugs and we all take it with both cream and sugar. Most of them
hold their mugs with both hands.
No one has said anything since I came downstairs. Neither have I. There is the soft music
and the occasional sound of a dish being set on the brick hearth.
There seems no need for talk.
We are together for perhaps half an hour or a little longer drinking our tea. Another log was
put on the fire and I filled everyone's mug a second time.
I took a tray and collected the empty dishes which I carried into the kitchen.
When I returned the room was empty.
The fire was still burning in the fireplace.
Later that afternoon, I reflected on the morning and remembered.
There were no children with them. I am both disappointed and relieved. I cannot say why.
Cannot explain either feeling. Other than it would have been such a long journey for children.

— F. Richardson Webster
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WALKING AT NIGHT IN HISTORIC ST. ELMO
We've found this to be a good place
to walk, on the unlevel blocks
of sidewalk
between yard and street.
During the day we might think
this could be the edge, the line
separating the lives
of those that stayed
and those that leave.
And even tonight we notice
something is wrong,
something behind the porches
with their many planters
or the slouch
of a mildewed couch. A clutter
framed by delicate Victorian rails.
We only speak
the casual language of weather
when we say
how this could all be better, if
the peeling paint were scraped
and the boards painted.
We wonder who first lived here,
the names of men who poured the porch
and smoothed the steps
with trowels,
names etched in the mortar
with a nail.
And there are women who grew old
with these streets, who visited
these houses and called their owners,
neighbors.
We pass a dark house
of a woman who loves flowers,
her body now a knot, tightened
by the sharp pains and pulls
of arthritis.
Her gardens grown over with weeds.
The bulbs of iris, hyancinth and lillies
dry, turn to dust.
Crowding the porch wall
are the only plants she can now see
from the window by the bed
or the frayed highback chair.
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I say: This is what happens
when we age. We gather symbols
of what we love, like photographs
that clutter a grandmother's house.
On her bedside table, the shaven boy
in uniform. The pale soldier's face
barely fits the sturdy frame.
You say: Coming here at night is unfair.
All the houses in shadows.
Sleep covers the windows
like pull shades. The quiet
is a sadness, a neglect
shown in peeling slat boards
or the presence of philodendrons
that will grow without
the gardener's giving.
Everything here is that way,
it all still stands
though her life means watching
cars that pass, people leaving
for the city or the farms
of North Georgia,
their minds on open land.
And there are the weather's changes
that carry her
into the peace of sleep.
We might guess these things
if our hearts allowed.
But tonight we only wanted to walk
and not be seen.
And though we are tired as we leave,
we constantly make renovations
in our minds, forever
considering the power of change
in a coat of paint,
in the planting
of colorful flowers.

— Laurie Perry
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— Les lie Eden
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— Ron Buffington

MAROON AND MAROON
Me and Jordan had just finished a big fight
and the nurse was taking him down the hall to her room
so I snuck up behind running fast and loose
to throw myself down in the maneuver he taught me
slid fifteen feet across maroon tiled floor my
dress shoe heel caught his
dress shoe heel he went flying over backwards
surprised and bruised face cracked his head ouch
he said that was neat
do it again—
In gym class me and Troy were playing wrestling
so when I saw him leap I was on my back
put my foot in his belly
sent him over my head
and he looked so silly I said that was fun
let's do it again—
Greasy Jackie Leopard ran to his older sister
showing her the scratches on his arm from my fingers
the stains on his shirt
I sat under the slide with a fat lip
sucking the ends of my nails
wanted his blood I could taste it
wanted more—
The poor kindergartener with a chip
kept kicking me in the knee
kept saying sorry charlie till I pushed him in the mud
he cried because he fell and mud went down his pants
so he got up and kicked harder—

In the dream I can't see his face
but he wears school colors—maroon
and more maroon, like dried blood
we swing and swing
our knuckles only graze and we can't cause any pain.
Not like the girl I kicked in the stomach
the day my tooth fell out.
Not like Jordan, in winter, when I
stabbed him hard with my pencil
till it broke.
Or Dana, the fast one, who fell off a swing
and across the playground we heard his leg crack.
No, it was more like Jordan in late spring
when I tried to trip him up
dove at his ankles from behind
and he didn't move, just stood
looking at me face down in the brown grass, waiting
until I let go.

— Greg Delisle
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"Had We But World
Enough, and Time": Carpe
Diem In Marvell and
Springsteen
The carpe diem, or "seize the day"
motif, is a common theme shared by
Andrew Marvell's "To His Coy
Mistress" and Bruce Springsteen's
"Thunder Road." Although Marvell's
poem was written in the 17th century
and Springsteen's song in the
mid-1970's, both works are in the
form of an argumentative dramatic
monologue spoken by a narrator who
is trying to persuade a woman to
accept his particular world-view and
to give in to his desires for her. In
Marvell's poem the speaker wants to
overcome his mistress' reservations
about their relationship and to make
love to her, and in Springsteen's song
the speaker wants the girl, Mary, to
leave town with him. The situations in
each monologue express, in ways that
are interestingly similar and yet at the
same time different, the idea of living
for the present moment in order to get
the most out of life.
Central to each author's argument
is the notion that life is too short to be
lived as it should. "To His Coy
Mistress" opens with "Had we but
world enough, and time,/This
coyness, Lady, were no crime," a
statement which suggests that time is
running out for Marvell and his
mistress, and that she should at least
reconsider their relationship in light of
this discovery. Marvell re-emphasizes
this sentiment of speeded-up time
when he says, "But at my back I
always hear/Time's winged chariot
hurrying near." Springsteen also
begins "Thunder Road" with a similar
thrust: "Don't run back inside/Darling
you know just what I'm here for/So
you're scared and you're
thinking/That maybe we ain't that
young anymore." Here, the use of the
pronoun "we" implies it is not only the
girl who may feel that they aren't "that
young anymore," but Springsteen
himself, too.
In convincing their respective
lovers, Marvell and Springsteen
confront them with the bleakness of
what they see the future as holding.
For Marvell, the future heralds only
the onset of old age and death:
20

And yonder all before us lie
Deserts of vast eternity.
Thy beauty shall no more be
found,
Nor, in thy marble vault, shall
sound
My echoing song; then worms
shall try
That long preserved virginity,
And your quaint honor turn to
dust,
And into ashes all my lust....
Time and death, as symbolized in the
aforementioned "winged chariot," are
metaphorically pursuing Marvell and
his mistress, and eventually, as
Marvell says, the chariot will catch up
with them, and they will have no more
opportunities to express their love for
one another: "The grave's a fine and
private place/But none, I think, do
there embrace." If they are going to
enjoy each other physically and
emotionally, then it must be in the
here and now.
Springsteen tells Mary in "Thunder
Road" that if she doesn't leave with
him now, her fate will be to try and
find some kind of happiness in a
"town full of losers," and according to
him, any kind of life, or lover, she
might possible have there is utterly
hopeless:
They scream your name at night
in the street
Your graduation gown lies in rags
at their feet
And in the lonely cool before
dawn
From your room you hear their
engines roar on
But when you get to the porch
they're gone
On the wind....
The above scene, for Springsteen, is
one he believes will be endlessly
repeated for Mary if she stays at home
where she is. But he also realizes he
needs her to go with him if he is to
truly escape the influence of the town:
"I want you only/Don't turn me home
again/I just can't face myself alone."
There is a sense running through the
song that if Mary refuses his offer of
"freedom," he, like the other men she
has rejected, is destined to become
one of the "ghosts" who "haunt this
dusty beach road/In the skeleton
frames of burned out Chevrolets."

Marvell sees himself and his mistress
as being caught in a particular moment
in time and space which they must
make the most of if they are to avoid
the effects of time and eternity. This
moment is situated in a great vastness
temporally symbolized by the two
poles of Biblical history, the Great
Flood and the conversion of the Jews,
and spatially represented by the
references to the Humber, which is in
the Northern Hemisphere, and the
Ganges, which is in the south: "Thou
by the Indian Ganges' side...I by the
tide/Of Humber...I would/Love you
ten years before the Flood,/And you
should, if you please, refuse/Till the
conversion of the Jews." If his mistress
will make love to him, she and Marvell
will not only be making the most of
their small moment in time, but they
will also be, in effect, creating a
"world" out of themselves which will,
at least, for a little while, withstand the
onslaughts of time and death. The
physical act Marvell mentions of
"rolling themselves up into a ball and
making the sun run" refers not only
to sex, but also to the conception of
the Ptolemaic universe in which the
sun revolves around the earth. By
becoming a world unto themselves
through their lovemaking, Marvell and
his mistress will also become the center
of everything for one another, and
time and death will revolve around
them; hence, the notion of "Thus,
though we cannot make our
sun/Stand still, yet we will make him
run."
Whereas Marvell and his mistress
are metaphorically running from time
as symbolized by its "winged chariot"
and "deserts of vast eternity,"
Springsteen and Mary are, in a
sense, running towards all eternity as
represented by "Heaven's waiting on
down the tracks." Infinity, for
Springsteen, is more possibilities, and
is therefore desirable. Unlike Marvell,
Springsteen feels he is stuck in a small
piece of the world which limits his
choices. The whole world lies beyond
the town he and Mary are trapped in,
and it is only by escaping from this
confining situation that they can
possibly have any chance of making
the most of their lives:

With a chance to make it good
somehow
Hey what else can we do now?
Except roll down the window
And let the wind blow
Back your hair
Well the night's busting open
These two lanes will take us
anywhere
Time with all its possibilities, to extend
Springsteen's car metaphor, is a
"vehicle" that you can either be on as
it leaves, or be left behind. Seizing the
day, for Springsteen, is not a matter
of avoiding the entire world, but is
instead a matter of reaching out and
grabbing hold of what the world can
offer you if you will only try, and not
waste time in doing so.
The religiousness of Marvell's
mistress and Springsteen's Mary are
obstacles, however, which must be
overcome if Springsteen and Marvell
are to get what they want. Marvell's
use of the adjective "coy" and phrases
such as "long-preserved virginity"
suggest his mistress, like many women
in the 17th century, is reluctant to
make love to him because of her
religious convictions. To win her over
Marvell tries to convince her that he
is as moral as she is, but that since time
is catching up with them, he is willing
to compromise his religious beliefs in
order to be with her. He does this in
the first stanza by using references to
Biblical events to categorize his love
for her, and by flattering her with how
virtuous and perfect his love for her
would be if they only had time: "Had
we but world enough, and time...My
vegetable love should grow/vaster
than empires and more slow...For,
Lady, you deserve this state ,/Nor
would I love at lower rate."
That Mary also is religious to an
extent is implied by Springsteen when
he says, "You can...Make crosses
from your lovers Throw roses in the
rain/Spend your summer praying in
vain/For a saviour to rise from these
streets." Her religiousness is further
alluded to by the angelic image he
uses when he pleads, "We got one last
chance to make it real/To trade in
these wings on some wheels," a
reference to how they will no longer
be like the "angels" they once were
after they leave the town. In
persuading Mary to join him,

Springsteen makes himself a substitute
saviour, replacing Christ for her: "Well
I'm no hero/That's understood/All
the redemption I can offer, girl/Is
beneath this dirty hood." Springsteen
is, in effect, offering her salvation in
the form of his "heaven" that's
"waiting on down the tracks" instead
of her religion which, according to
him, only allows her "to study her
pain" and to "waste her summer
praying in vain/For a saviour." If Mary
is to have any kind of future at all, she
must be willing to place her faith in
him as he tells her when he says,
"Show a little faith, there's magic in
the night/You ain't a beauty but hey
you're alright/Oh and that's alright
with me."
Tied in with this concept of
"salvation" from time and death is the
heavy physical price both Marvell's
mistress and Mary must pay if they are
to be "redeemed" by their lovers.
Marvell makes it clear that the love he
and his mistress share, which has been
discussed in idealistic terms
throughout most of the poem, will
become intensely physical almost to
the point of violence if she accepts his
proposal: "Now let us sport while we
may,/And now, like amorous birds of
prey,/Rather at once our time
devour/Than languish in his slowchapped power." Likewise,
Springsteen expresses a similar
sentiment when he says to Mary, "My
car's out back/If you're ready to take
that long walk/From your front porch
to my front seat/The door's open but
the ride it ain't free."
Despite the physical sacrifice to the
women, the underlying current in
each work is that Marvell and
Springsteen truly do love the mistress
and Mary, and need them if they are
to successfully "seize the moment"
and live their lives to the fullest. Time
may be running out for the lovers in
"To His Coy Mistress" and in
"Thunder Road," but still there
remains underneath the arguments
given by Marvell and Springsteen a
kind of melancholic hope arising from
the realization that life is so brief and
passing, a feeling which is perhaps
best expressed by Sprinsteen who
expresses it the simplest, and in
contemporary terms:

Oh-oh come take my hand
We're riding out tonight to case
the promised land...
It's lying out there like a killer in
the sun
Hey I know it's late we can make
it if we run...
So Mary climb in
It's a town full of losers
And I'm pulling out of here to win

— Boyd White
"Thunder Road" © 1975 by Bruce
Springsteen (ASCAP) Columbia
Music.
"To His Coy Mistress" © 1982 by
Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
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— Fielding Freed
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JESUS AND THE BUDDHA PLAY TENNIS
The bickering starts at love—
fifteen, Buddha serving. Christ
refuses to play a let on a ball
rolling from Court 19. Gtoma's eyes
glare with their icy look. Jesus
offers his wry smile and towels dry
his thin face and wispy beard.
The Enlightened One sops his bald
head with the bottom of his t-shirt,
revealing his large belly as The Son
of Man twirls his racquet and crouches,
waiting, it seems, forever to receive.

— Mike Langley
ELEVEN MILES
I know it was a fox I saw by the tidal alley
in the dark. I drove to look at the dark,
to find mystery, curves and trees we could
look behind, a fugue of a trail
lost in the mangroves. I found the city
rosy on the east horizon. The stars aren't as big there
as they are here where the sea moves under them.
How does the ocean roof look to a mollusk, the last mollusk,
five and a half miles into the Marianas Trench? The mollusk
perhaps doesn't look, snuffling into the cool mud,
breathing in the dark. If the blue roof of the sky
that we don't see in the loud town dark here—
if it's an unfiltered light there,
as bright and far to us as the surface
to that mollusk, the air ending as abruptly as the sea and rippled
by solar wind, the sun dappling its choppy surface,
waked by light, light rowboats. I am somewhere
in between, near the fox.
Five miles up Everest from sea level,
I read, they threw a torchlight
on a red lichen. Afterward, there was nothing.

— Cathy Wagner
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ANNA STRACHAN, TEACHER ON
BEETHOVEN'S PATHETIQUE, THIRD
MOVEMENT
Nothing matters more than
the curve of the hand perched
on the keys, a captured bird
that trusts you just for the moment,
then leaves you, angry and betrayed.
Roll yourself like a sleeve
and bury your thoughts just below
the music's surface.
Feel the pathos of Beethoven dying,
of all things, of a cold he'd had
for a year-and-a-half. Even after
1801, when his hearing began to
leave him, he knew not to worry,
and most of all, not to think too
much; his hands would remember.
Again, measure thirty-four.
Keep your thumb flat; let it
follow your hand along the keys
like an echo. Feel the weight
of your hand along the keys
like an echo. Feel the weight
of your hands at the bottom
of each key. Press as though
the keyboard was weightless;
without you to hold it
down, it would float away.
— Shannon Smith
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— Lynn White
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— Mark Gregg

TRAVEL
At the convent, I fry to dry the paper over a lawn chair.
Sister Marie says I know nothing. My face is one
people recognize, though I'm no one they know.
They see that I've always lived here.
Sister Marie's heart hurts, for Milan—her stories
of dark girls in the street, markets,
fringed canopies. Under the tent
at the handicapped picnic, the blind man
held my hand for forty minutes and I could not
tell what he did with his other under the table.
Later in the grass, Marie touches my cheek.
I follow the roots of the tree with my fingers.
I saw a tree grown through a house once. There was a railing
around it on the second floor—you could see its roots
push under the floor below—and a branch bent
against a high window.
In my bed tonight, I make a hammock
of myself, nestling in my ribs,
and swing it for the sky.

— Cathy Wagner
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ALL TOGETHER
When this curved and loosened flue on an old drainpipe nods with
the weight of a pigeon shifting its feet, it's as if every place were aware
of all the other places. The flue becomes a violin scroll. The pigeon garbles
notes as even and caring as the crease of the pointed roof. This is
wonderful. It's as if you could have the music of this note, of one life—
the bird's, your own—played in the neighbors' ears as they sleep. You
can ask to be singularly accounted for, major or minor, for the crowd
to ring in each others' heads long after they've all gone home, trebles,
roars, single songs, entire symphonic hearts, for the chance that we would
all listen, amused or frightened, loved, careful to hear it all. In any case,
music, or a direful noise, is all the secretary in this building has to keep
from muttering the wrong thing over the phone to the thirtieth caller.
Depending on how you listen, even now the numbered get a song.

— Beth Riddlespurger

NIGHT VISION
A dog barks at something.
Black dog in the blackness
Barking at something black.
I know that I'm not wearing black.
Listening brings only a sense of distance
Farther from home than I would wish.
I'm shadowed by a sleeve's rustle
Scrape of my soles on rock, on pavement,
On stone. What I see is shadowed by
Night vision, the rustle of clouds past the moon
Past the light past my listening
For the scrape of another foot.
I'm no dog. I'm no animal.
A dog barks at something light-white.

— Greg Delisle
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— Michael Howard
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RUSH
"...have dreamed tonight that you were living on nothing and dying from everything."
"My eternity has died and I am waking in it."
—Cesar Vallejo
As I dream, I am moved by rushing water,
carried parallel to the earth, down a hill
where once my father ran behind me, trying
to catch the seat of my bicycle. The water
carries me by buildings from my past:
a library, a theater, an ice-cream shop;
I turn my head and see my grandmother's house,
its pink flamingos, cement benches, ivy
reaching out for me like hope. My mother
hid Hope between my first and last names,
believing it would keep me alive.
This was her gift to me, passed
like a candle hand to hand. The water
is louder than the word rush.
I pass under bridges so low,
for a moment I hang by my last knuckles,
feeling the water beat me. Fishermen
in hipwaders smile, moving
their lines aside as I pass. A hand
with large knuckles reaches out
but I have already missed it.
One summer I held in my hand
the bitten mouthpiece of a drowned man.
After hours of drifting at sea,
three fishermen found him floating
in the weeds. Listen: with the soft
slice of a razor, black peeled
from black, and I saw his stomach
released, rise up to meet the air.
I wake tasting the water, struggling
in ivy. When Cesar Vallejo talks of hope
it is not hope, but pain, birthless
and deathless; it is not death,
but dying that frightens us.

My mother is waiting for her mother's death,
waiting to see if the same dying
will take her, hoping that her body will die
before her mind becomes a vacuum
wondering, if the soul is held in the mind,
and the mind dies, if the soul dies too.
Vallejo dreams of dying in rain,
but she says water is birth, each dream,
travel, a hope for movement. Now,
I am hoping against that hope, wishing
to hold myself still for a moment,
let the place, the time, the pain pass me,
and I am caught by a stronger hand.

— Katy Berotti
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Editor's note: The staff would like to thank all contributors for the high quality of their submissions. Because of space and
budget limitations, some very fine submissions could not be included. The editors would like to thank Alan White for his advice
and support.
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